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STAYING AFLOAT
hoboken, n.j., has come a long way since it was struck by  
Superstorm Sandy in 2012. The city—at a square mile, similar in size to 
Central Falls—saw 20,000 of its 50,000 residents stranded by rising water 
during the storm, and its subway famously flooded. 

Hoboken’s city manager, Stephen Marks, spoke at “Staying Afloat: 
Adapting Waterfront Business to Rising Seas and Extreme Storms,” the 2014 
Ronald C. Baird Sea Grant Science Symposium, about measures the city is 
taking to deal with future storms—including installing flooding pumps, 
designing parks and playgrounds to hold stormwater, and creating a “commu-
nity emergency response team” of volunteers who can deliver food, water, and 
medicines to stranded neighbors. These actions are part of the city’s ambi-
tious nine-point resiliency strategy that includes infrastructure, outreach, 
and zoning efforts. 

Other symposium speakers talked about actions being taken in Rhode 
Island, from adding resiliency to existing buildings, such as by installing 
floodwalls, to reimaging existing coastal businesses that were devastated by 
Sandy, and rebuilding them in different ways—for instance, turning a café 
into a mobile operation that can be moved from its shoreline location in the 
event of a storm.   

This issue of 41°N looks at coastal resiliency in Rhode Island and else-
where, and what the issues are in protecting property ranging from ports to 
private residences. Let us know what you think: Write to us at 41N@gso.uri.
edu. We’d love to hear from you!

—MONICA ALLARD COX
    Editor

FROM THE E D I TO R 

Read more stories from the symposium at seagrant.gso.uri.edu/special-programs/baird/. 
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Preparing 
Ports 
to Ride Out 
the Storm

devastation from superstorm sandy in 2012 is 
still visible along the New Jersey shore, where thousands 
of houses were swept away or damaged, and it will be 
years before the destruction is no longer visible. The Port 
of New York and New Jersey was effectively shut down  
for one week after Sandy made landfall, resulting in an 
economic blow that was felt throughout the Northeast.

In the storm’s wake there has been a flurry of activity 
among agencies and planners who are concerned about 
the future of the coastal communities—both residential 
and commercial—that are facing threats of rising sea 
level and intensifying storm surge.  All sorts of ideas 
are emerging to protect people and property along the 
coast—constructing barriers to block or alleviate storm 
surges, elevating shoreline structures, devising plans  
for evacuation of people and materials to higher ground, 
and installing devices to reduce erosion. What is not 
emerging is a clear picture of how to finance coastline 
resiliency over time.

Getting people to think about the bigger—and 
longer—picture is especially critical for seaports that are 
threatened by sea level rise and storm surges, says Austin 
Becker, a University of Rhode Island assistant professor  
of Coastal Planning, Policy, and Design, who holds a joint 
appointment between the departments of Marine Affairs 
and Landscape Architecture.

“Ports provide a public good and we all benefit from 
that,” Becker says, using the Port of Providence as an 

As the petroleum hub for southern New England, the Port of 
Providence is critical to the state’s energy supply.

by Rudi Hempe

Aerial Photograph by John Supancic
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example. With the exception of natural 
gas, most of the state’s energy resources 
come through that port, he says, “and  
so a storm hitting the Port of Providence 
can have huge ramifications for the 
whole state.”

Becker earned his doctorate at 
Stanford University where he researched 
ports around the globe but concentrated 
on two—Gulfport, Miss., and Provi-
dence. Gulfport, a container port on the 
Gulf Coast, was devastated by Hurricane 
Katrina. In the aftermath, port officials 
received $600 million to rebuild and 
make provisions for future storm hits. 
Originally, they planned to elevate part 
of the port 10 to 25 feet above its cur-
rent height to raise the infrastructure 
out of the floodplain. In the end, how-
ever, they decided to use a large portion 
of the funds to dredge the area deeper  
to accommodate larger ships—an imme-

diate fix that helps create jobs, but does 
not address future disasters.

“There are some disincentives from 
the federal government for implement-
ing resilience measures,” comments 
Becker, “because people understand that 
when the big one hits, the feds will  
come in with disaster relief like they did 
after Sandy.”

As for the Port of Providence, a 
storm surge similar to the one that 
occurred in the infamous ’38 Hurricane    
could do considerable damage. The 
hurricane barrier that protects down-
town Providence from flooding was built 
after Hurricane Carol in 1954, but the 
Port of Providence lies south of that  
barrier so it does not benefit from it. 
The barrier may not be effective at 
protecting areas to the north, either, as 
the effects of climate change are more 
strongly felt. Grover Fugate, executive 

This tanker stranded on Staten Island  
during Superstorm Sandy. 

Photo © John Atkin, Associated Press 
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director of the R.I. Coastal Resources 
Management Council (crmc), notes that 
the barrier was built using 1950s 
assessment data, which did not take  
into account sea level rise as the more 
advanced models of today do. The 
structures behind the barrier are not 
built to floodplain standards, he notes, 
so a breach of the hurricane barrier 
could cause substantial flooding  
and damage.

Storm surge brings threats to com-
munities other than flooding. Shoreline 
debris can end up as floating battering 
rams, and there are problems associ-
ated with moving certain port products, 
such as petroleum, to a higher ground 
to lessen the risk of creating a toxic 
soup in the upper bay, adds Fugate. 
Still another issue in Providence is the 
wastewater treatment plant at Fields 
Point, which, like the port, is located 
south of the hurricane barrier and in the 
area where surge is projected from some 
major hurricane events.

Another expert on coastal issues is 
Tiffany Smythe, who received her Ph.D. 
from the URI College of the Environ-
ment and Life Sciences and taught 
marine policy at the U.S. Coast Guard 
Academy. Her research looks at coastal 
storm and port resiliency planning.

Two months after Sandy, Smythe 
visited the Port of New York and New 
Jersey and assessed the storm recovery 
process. The main challenge at that 
time, she says, was to get the port up 
and running again. Getting the petro-
leum facilities back on line was the 
major priority, she explains, adding she 
did not see much planning for future 
disasters taking place. The Sandy Hook 
Pilots Association, the business that 
provides pilots to escort ships entering 
and leaving the port, planned to elevate 
its building, which was destroyed in the 
storm. But many of the structures in  
the port are old, she notes, and there 
was little talk about redesigning port 
facilities other than relocating electrical 
and mechanical systems to higher levels.

Smythe’s students, future Coast 
Guard officers, were very concerned, she 
says, “about our abilities to plan for 
climate change and storm surges, and 
they were frustrated when they learned 

that these problems are complex, that 
there isn’t a clear government plan that 
can lead to a change, and that there is 
not a lot of public support for planning 
in this way.” Also on the cadets’ minds 
when it came to port protection, she 
adds, were oil spills, terrorism, and 
national security. “They saw so many 
problems and the issue is how do we 
prioritize?”

One big issue in the Port of New 
York and New Jersey is that many of the 
facilities are privately owned while 
others are located on Port Authority 
land but are privately operated, says 
Smythe, noting that getting funding to 
make big improvements is a challenge 
for the owners of those facilities.

Ports around the world will have to 
take steps to deal with sea level rise and 
many will have to plan for higher storm 
surges, says Becker. “It’s a multidisci-
plinary problem if there ever was one. 
We will need national strategies that 
consider coastal infrastructure and we 
will have to make some tough deci-
sions about how the federal government 
invests to protect or not protect certain 
areas. You can come up with some ratio-
nal basis for doing that. Politics will  
also play a significant role.”

As for Rhode Island, Fugate believes 
the state is on the right track toward 
addressing the problems by funding 
research to come up with a “tool kit.”  

crmc, Rhode Island Sea Grant, the 
Rhode Island Geological Survey, and 
URI are partnering with three com-
munities—North Kingstown, Newport, 
and Warwick—to gather data needed 
to come up with solutions and recom-
mendations. Raising some structures, 
modifying others so they won’t fall 
apart during a surge and cause further 
damage upstream, and erecting barriers 
to protect certain hazardous areas such 
as sewer plants and fuel storage facil-
ities are all options. Erecting barriers 
may be a solution in some areas, notes 
Becker, but the cost of those struc- 
tures could be in the billions of dollars 
and would take many years to construct.

Despite the extent of damages, 
Smythe’s study in New York following 
Sandy uncovered one bright spot—those 
who suffered damage in the port gave 
major praise to the disaster response of 
the Coast Guard and its partners, which 
ranged from government agencies like 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration to private businesses 
like the Sandy Hook Pilots Associa-
tion. However, she explained, the Coast 
Guard doesn’t have the authority to tell 
port facilities how they should prepare 
for climate change. 

“The Coast Guard and their partners 
are really good at responding to disasters 
like Sandy. But what is much harder to do 
is how to plan for an uncertain future.”

“A STORM HITTING  
THE PORT OF  
PROVIDENCE CAN 
HAVE HUGE  
RAMIFICATIONS FOR 
THE WHOLE STATE” 

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E
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PRECARIOUS 
POSITION 

alyce kleczek can rattle off stark statistics 
about sea level rise in Rhode Island. She can help you 
read a flood map and talk Washington, D.C., politics. 
Kleczek is not a scientist. Nor is she a politician, a bu-
reaucrat, or a well-connected lobbyist. She’s a veteran 
Rhode Island real estate agent working at the intersec-
tion of coastal real estate and rising seas.

Rising tides and recent storms are putting a harsh 
spotlight on the environmental and financial costs  
of living near the water. In Rhode Island, a series of 
devastating storms left tattered remains of dozens  
of houses along the shore. Nationally, storms like 
Katrina, Rita, and Sandy bankrupted the federally man-
aged flood insurance program and left taxpayers to  
foot the bill.

“The potential for flooding is such a conversation 
piece now,” says Kleczek, an agent at Bay Realty in 
Narragansett. “If the home is anywhere near water the 
buyers are asking and agents are investigating.”

With its 420 miles of shoreline and vast low-lying 
areas, Rhode Island is especially vulnerable to sea 
level rise and coastal flooding. A 2013 federal study 
spearheaded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration predicted sea levels in Rhode Island 
could rise as much as 6 feet 7 inches by 2100. 

Even without taking sea level rise into account, 
today at least 9,000 Rhode Island structures sit in 
high-risk flood zones, according to the R.I. Emergency 
Management Agency. Government officials say many 
more structures could be in harm’s way if the sea con-
tinues its upward climb.

“From a geological perspective, the coast is a really 
risky place to live,” says Janet Freedman, a coastal 
geologist with the R.I. Coastal Resources Manage- 
ment Council.

Rhode Islanders saw just how risky coastal living 
could be when Superstorm Sandy struck in October 
2012. Its powerful winds and 15-foot waves leveled 
homes in Westerly and South Kingstown. In the 
Misquamicut area of Westerly, the storm uprooted 
septic systems and buried Atlantic Avenue in 5 feet of 
sand. The National Flood Insurance Program paid  
out more than $35 million for damages incurred by 
about 1,000 properties in the state. The federal 
government awarded Rhode Island millions of dollars 
more to repair roads, bridges, and other infrastructure. 

The damage led to a scramble by homeowners and 
government officials to protect coastal properties  
from future storms. Yet, there is little consensus on 
the best strategy to defend waterfront real estate, 
whether in Rhode Island or elsewhere. The only agree-
ment appears to be that whatever the solution, it will 
be difficult and costly.

There will be more costs to taxpayers as they fund 
rebuilding of infrastructure and projects to hold back 
the sea or restore beaches. A controversial project by 
the town of South Kingstown to install a sheet pile 
seawall in Matunuck is estimated to cost $1.6 million. 
Supporters say it’s a small price to pay to protect ac-
cess to nearby homes. Detractors argue that, in terms 
of erosion, it will do more long-term harm than good.

Waterfront homeowners are faced with the costly 
prospect of rebuilding or modifying their homes, often 
at great personal expense, to withstand the next  
storm. For homeowners looking to escape the cost  
and sell, the calculus is complex.

 On one hand, waterfront properties with breath-
taking views often sell at a premium. On the other 
hand, buyers are wary of the costs of recovering from 
future storms and insuring their property. The insur-

Coastal real estate a “risky” investment       
                            

by Chris Barrett

Aerial Photographs by John Supancic

Illustration by Guy Billout
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ance piece became especially conspicuous after  
Congress and President Obama radically reformed  
the National Flood Insurance Program in July 2012, 
only to roll back many of the changes in March 2014. 

The program serves as the country’s primary 
insurer against flooding damage because standard 
homeowner insurance policies do not cover flooding. 
Plus, federal law requires holders of federally backed 
mortgages in high-risk areas to carry flood insurance, 

and the vast majority turn to the national program.
The 2012 reforms, known as the Biggert-Waters 

Flood Insurance Reform Act, drove up insurance 
premiums by 25 percent for some homeowners as the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (fema) 

started to align rates with actual risk. The law called 
for maximum increases of 25 percent annually until 
premiums for properties in high-risk zones and second 
homes aligned with actuarial risk. fema said additional 
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These homes on Ocean Drive in South  
Kingstown have been raised, a  
costly option for continuing to live  
along the coast.

increases would come in future years to meet that goal.
The increases especially touched those who en-

joyed what essentially amounted to a government sub-
sidy that artificially kept rates low. The Biggert-Waters 
act eliminated those subsidies.

Before the law’s passage, conservatives in Congress 
called it a win for a program $24 billion in the red after 
payouts associated with Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. 
Environmentalists hailed the high rates as a way to 
discourage building in ecologically sensitive and risk-
prone areas.

However, the rate increases quickly created an 
uproar. Homeowners complained to Congress and 
potential homebuyers worried about the cost of insur-
ance. The National Association of Realtors reported 
that, between the law’s October 2013 implementation 
and January 2014, about 40,000 home sales nation-
wide were delayed or canceled because of increases and 
confusion over flood insurance rates.

Real estate agents said the hikes left homeowners of 
low and moderate incomes in an impossible situation 
of being unable to afford their insurance premiums 
and being unable to sell homes that now carried pricey 
insurance policies.

“The people that had been there for 20 years, all 
of a sudden they get clobbered,” says Robert Martin, 
president of the Rhode Island Association of Realtors. 
“They were in a catch-22.”

Congress quickly backtracked, and in March 2014, 
President Obama signed the Grimm-Waters Home-
owner Flood Insurance Affordability Act, reversing 
many of the Biggert-Waters reforms. Notably, buyers 
of homes in high-risk areas who receive government-
subsidized insurance rates will continue to qualify for 
those rates rather than pay actuarially sound rates 
immediately, as required by Biggert-Waters. The 
Grimm-Waters law also caps premium increases at 18 
percent annually and adds a $25 surcharge on each 
policy for a primary home and a $250 surcharge for 
policies covering second homes. The charges are 
intended to offset the cost of the rate increase caps.

Kleczek, the real estate agent, says the most recent 
law will encourage buyers to close. 

“By phasing in the increases in insurance premiums 
for some new owners, properties will be more market-
able today,” she says.  

But local real estate agents continue to worry 
because the new caps do not apply to policies covering 
second homes. Common in Rhode Island, such sum-
mer vacation homes dot the shores of Narragansett, 
Newport, South Kingstown, and other coastal com-
munities.

Meanwhile, environmentalists complain the undo-
ing of Biggert-Waters delays the inevitable. They say 
keeping rates artificially low may help homeowners 
in the short run, but will leave the flood insurance 

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E
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program deep in debt and encourage rebuilding in 
flood-prone areas. That will merely drive up long-term 
costs for homeowners, says Jonathan Stone, executive 
director of Save The Bay.

Stone called the Grimm-Waters law’s passage 
“politically motivated” and shortsighted. Inevitably, 
he says, the program will slide so deep into debt that 
Congress will be compelled to raise rates. At that 
point, homeowners of low and moderate incomes will 
be unable to afford the rates just as they could not 
when rates skyrocketed in late 2013.

“Those who can afford to live on the coast will con-
tinue to build on the coast and that would mean 
coastal properties would more than ever be dominated 
by people of extraordinary wealth,” Stone says. 

Stone also points to a seeming irony. As society 
rebuilds homes and owners lobby for fortifications 
such as seawalls, the consequences are often more, not 
less, beach erosion in the long run. In addition, with 
walls separating the water from public access and 
homes built on pilings, the allure of waterfront living 
seems to lose its appeal.

“It’s killing the goose that lays the golden egg,” 
Stone says. “We’re loving our beaches to death  
by building and then trying to defend what we build 
against the inevitable, which is the erosion of  
the beaches.”

Such warnings from environmentalists have not 
dissuaded waterfront development. At the end of 2013, 
the National Flood Insurance Program counted 5.5 
million policies covering more than $1.2 trillion in 
assets across the country, up from 1.4 million policies 
in 1978. In Rhode Island, 15,939 policies spread  
across all five counties covered almost $4 billion in 
assets in 2013.

Some in the insurance industry and government 
worry those policies may not be enough to cover the 
fallout from the next major storm.

Mark Male, executive vice president of the Inde-
pendent Insurance Agents of Rhode Island, says there 
are more coastal homes in Rhode Island than those 
covered by the national program. 

“That number is so low it’s frightening,” Male  
says. “What that means is if we had a Category 4 storm 
most of the homes likely to be impacted may not  
have coverage.”

Male and Martin, the head of the Realtors, bristle at 
the suggestion that the devastation would be contained 
to swanky homes owned by millionaires with money to 
rebuild. They note that homeowners whose mortgages 
are paid off, and thus are not required to have flood 
insurance, are typically older residents who purchased 
homes decades ago for modest amounts.

“It’s not a rich person’s problem,” Martin says. “It’s 
everybody’s problem.”

Male and real estate agents also say the limita-
tions of the national policy most impact those from 
modest means. For homeowners, a standard policy 
covers $250,000 for building damage and $100,000 in 
contents. Homes along the waterfront are often valued 
significantly higher. 

Wealthier homeowners could dip into savings to 
rebuild. Middle-class homeowners may not have the 
deep pockets required to fund the difference between 
the payout and actual costs. Excess flood insurance, 
providing additional insurance limits above the flood 
program’s limit of $250,000, is available but is likely 
only to be attractive to affluent homeowners because 
of its high price.

The issue is complicated as more people find them-
selves in areas that require flood insurance. New Rhode 
Island floodplain maps commissioned by FEMA show 
a landscape changed since the maps were first drawn 
more than four decades ago. Although the maps do not 
account directly for estimated sea level rise, the last 
40 years of sea level rise and storms have put homes 
that were previously in safe areas at risk, says Michelle 
Burnett. She’s an official at the R.I. Emergency Man-
agement Agency charged with overseeing the state’s 
floodplain management program.

Burnett says the maps also show how people far 
from the ocean face risks. As storms chip away at 
protective barrier features, water reaches farther inland 
and moves further up streams and rivers.

“When things change, it’s going to change every-
thing,” Burnett says. “Climate change isn’t just about 
the coast. It’s about inland flooding as well.”

Burnett and others say the surefire way to eliminate 
risk is to stop building in flood-prone areas. In the 
Ocean State that may be a tough pill to swallow. It’s all 
but impossible in cities like Boston, New Orleans, and 
New York. So some are seeking alternatives.

Homeowners are physically raising their homes. 
They’re increasingly challenging the validity of new 

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E 

“ IT’S NOT  
A RICH PERSON’S  
PROBLEM.

 IT’S  
EVERYBODY’S 
PROBLEM”
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maps. Such strategies require patience to navigate  
the FEMA system and homeowners must cover the 
cost of a surveyor. Retrofitting low-lying homes can  
be a costly endeavor. Both the financial costs and  
time commitment may discourage homeowners of  
modest means.

At the national level, U.S. Senator Jack Reed (d-ri) 
successfully included an amendment to the Grimm-
Waters 2014 law directing the federal government to 
explore implementing a program that would essentially 
allow communities to purchase blanket flood insur-
ance for properties. Reed argues that by collectively 
sharing the risk, the costs would be spread out.

Already the National Flood Insurance Program 
allows communities to participate in the Community 
Rating System. The voluntary program offers premium 
discounts of 5 percent to 45 percent for homeown-
ers in communities that implement floodplain man-
agement measures that exceed the minimum set by 
the federal government. In Rhode Island, five of the 
state’s 39 communities partake. The participation of 

Bristol, Middletown, Narragansett, North Kingstown, 
and Westerly reduces premiums for some residents 
between 5 percent and 10 percent.

Real estate agents are quick to market such dis-
counts and agents have started highlighting in listings 
when homes stand outside a floodplain. The local  
Realtors association has brought in Burnett and re-
searchers to talk to agents about flood insurance and 
the costs of living on the coast. 

In the public sphere, debate over the financial and 
environmental costs of installing seawalls and the 
like are leading to heated public meetings and pointed 
editorials. However, no one has found a solution that 
protects the environment, satisfies homeowners, and 
keeps costs under control.

“It’s daunting,” says Freedman, the geologist. 
“There are lots of decisions to be made on what to do. 
But at least if people recognize climate change and  
sea level rise are a threat they can sit down and work 
out what can be done about it.”

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E

A man walks past cottages that were destroyed by Super-
storm Sandy in Matunuck, October 30, 2012.

Photo © REUTERS/Jessica Rinaldi 
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Taking on
Coastal Erosion
in the 
Less-Developed
World 

TRADITIONAL FISHERIES,  

IMPOVERISHED COMMUNITIES 

BEAR BRUNT  

OF THE IMPACTS 

by Carol McCarthy

it’s a familiar beach scene: a child digs her feet into the wet sand at 
the water’s edge, bracing herself to create a barrier between her sandcastle and  
the breaking waves. Adults look on from their blankets and low-slung chairs, know-
ing all along how this will end. Inevitably, the child is no match for the unceasing 
waves, and they devour her creation.

That scenario, magnified many times, plays itself out every day on coastlines 
around the globe, where accelerating erosion relentlessly scrubs away at the  
creations of both people and nature. Rising sea levels, burgeoning populations, and 
rapid coastal development have created conditions that threaten everything  
from sandcastles to skyscrapers, ecosystems to economies. And those threats reso-

A boy stands by a house in Ghana that is  
being claimed by the sea.  

Photo © Nyani Quarmyne/Aurora Photos/Corbis 
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Building 
on 
Borrowed Time
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nate on a large scale: the United Nations Atlas of the 
Oceans reports that 40 percent of the world’s popula-
tion lives within 60 miles of a coastline. That’s about 
2.8 billion people. 

Coastal environments and the hazards that threaten 
them are, by their nature, perpetually dynamic and 
shifting, not fixed on any map. Addressing coastal 
hazards requires methods that are easily adaptable to 
changing circumstances, and that view problems and 
solutions from multiple perspectives. That’s the ap-
proach the Coastal Resources Center (crc) at the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island’s Graduate School of Ocean-
ography takes in its work of fostering resilient coastal 
communities here in Rhode Island and in nations half 
a world away. 

crc’s founding work focused on Rhode Island, and 
the center applies the coastal management expertise 
developed in the state to resilience and climate change 
work in the less-developed regions of the world. In 
these nations, poverty, lack of resources, and scanty 
education are often the norm, and the notion of self-
government largely remains foreign. 

“We’re starting from scratch there,” Don Robadue, 
a senior coastal manager at crc, said of the center’s 
work in less-developed nations. “But we see relevance 
and transferability. The jobs are the same.” 

Despite such stark differences between Rhode 
Island and say, sub-Saharan Africa where crc has a 
large presence, coastal threats and the work to com-
bat them share similarities. Coastal communities in 
Rhode Island and abroad have suffered erosion and 
seen natural buffers—including dunes, wetlands, and 
forests—removed, paved over, or otherwise destroyed. 
And pressure from businesses, industries, and govern-
ments to build economies and create jobs regardless of 
the expense to fragile ecosystems is universal.

In the face of these challenges, crc works with  
local people on climate change-related policies,
laws, planning, and practices in a collaborative way  

that engages interested parties from all spheres of  
the community. 

In a project that recently wrapped up in Tanzania, 
crc and its local partners focused on adaptation  
actions that employed local skills rather than large-
scale, expensive efforts that require outside expertise. 
They conducted vulnerability assessments in coastal 
villages where tourism is an important industry  
and followed these up with achievable adaptation 
plans focused on beach erosion. A village climate 
change committee worked with local hotels to plant 
stretches of native grasses along beachfronts. Other 
coastal villages decided to focus on improving their 
food security by testing new, climate-resilient agricul-
tural practices. 

In Ghana, the challenges are many. Floodplains, 
where shacks house the poorest of the poor, are more 
frequently and severely inundated from sea level rise 
than other homes, putting hundreds of lives in jeop-
ardy. There also is intense pressure to protect shoreline 
property that has become valuable for its proximity  
to the nation’s burgeoning offshore oil and gas indus-
try, which has been a major contributor to the doubling 
of the population in five years. Having discovered 
that breakwaters, seawalls, and other barriers often 
fail and are not affordable, communities are grappling 
with other solutions. Such actions include protect-
ing mangrove habitats along the shoreline that form a 
natural barrier and stemming the longtime practice of 
“sand winning”—the removal of sand from beaches for 
construction use.  

The crc-led project worked with leaders in the 
Ahanta West District who approved by-laws for 
wetlands conservation in four crucial areas, creating a 
model for other districts in Ghana’s Western Region. 
That region’s Shama District adopted a shoreline 
management plan that maps physical resources and 
assesses vulnerability. It is the first of its kind in the 
nation. These efforts have mobilized communities to 
take action. District-level “toolkits” for coastal man-
agement created during the project have given commu-
nities the knowledge and the confidence to push back 
against developers and to map areas for designated 
use or protection against erosion and environmental 
degradation. Leaders in all six districts are talking 
about ways to integrate their efforts across the region 
to achieve greater results.

Because of what the Ahanta West District accom-
plished, Ghana’s national government is now requiring 
all districts to adopt shoreline management plans,  
said Kofi Agbogah, director of Hen Mpoano (Our 
Coast)—a Ghanaian non-governmental organization 
that grew out of the project. 

Hen Mpoano has relied on personal relationships 
with traditional village leaders, media outlets, and even 
a radio soap opera to inform, entertain, and persuade 
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“WE ASK THEM,  
‘FIFTY YEARS AGO, 
 WHERE  
 WAS THE SEA?’”
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people to act—whether in a shaky floodplain shack or 
the posh office of the president. “People were glued  
to their radios on Tuesday nights,” Agbogah said of the 
program that wove illegal fishing, shoreline sanitation, 
and coastal issues into a story line rich with tales of 
love, bribery, and corruption.

The reality of climate change does not have to be 
taught to even the poorest people abroad with the least 
amount of formal education. “We ask them, ‘Fifty  
years ago, where was the sea?’ They say: ‘Three hun-
dred meters out, today it is here.’” Agbogah said.  
“So they know it is moving and it is going to move. 
They are living it day by day.”

Karen Kent, a senior coastal manager at crc and 
project manager for The Gambia project, agreed: 
“People there (in Africa) are much closer to it. They 
might say, ‘this tree used to bloom in April and  
we’d know that it was time to plant our rice, now it 
blooms earlier.’” 

Coastlines are on the frontlines of climate change 
impacts, where rising oceans collide with people and 
society. And the cost of those impacts can tally up 
quickly in loss of life, degradation of ecosystems, and 
harm to livelihoods that can ripple outward to larger 

economies. In Rhode Island, loss of wetlands to sea 
level rise hurts recreational and commercial fishing  
and leaves communities more vulnerable to the effects 
of coastal storms. In Ghana, the exploding population 
and energy industry create intensified demand for 
shoreline development in increasingly riskier loca-
tions, potentially putting lives in danger and threaten-
ing livelihoods, such as fisheries. 

Mapping and protecting wetlands and floodplains 
that absorb storm surges in Rhode Island or creating 
and enhancing natural buffers to strengthen shore-
lines in Tanzania are coastal resilience measures that 
can help guard against the impacts of climate change. 
And these efforts can be replicated in and expanded to 
other vulnerable communities.

What works in one place might need to be tailored 
to a local community’s needs and abilities or imple-
mented differently to succeed. But clearly, what won’t 
work is standing still and hoping the waves won’t erase 
all that people cherish along the coast.

A woman in Ghana participates in efforts to clear a choked waterway. 
Ghana is requiring all districts to adopt shoreline management plans.  

Photo © Nyani Quarmyne/Aurora Photos/Corbis 
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industry experts and marina 
owners say the nation’s recreational  
boaters should note one major lesson 
from the historic $675 million in dam-
ages inflicted on them from Superstorm 
Sandy: surge, in addition to wind and 
wave strength, must be factored into ves-
sel preparation.

National weather officials have de-
buted surge-mapping as part of real-time 
forecasting this storm season (see www.
hurricane.gov), which may make it easier 
to prepare for storm surge—the abnor-
mal rise of water generated by a storm, 
over and above predicted tides. And at 
the same time, heeding Sandy’s warning, 
Rhode Island’s recreational marine com-
munity, from Block Island to Barrington, 
is poised to respond to the risk.

Certainly, had marinas in low-lying 
areas of New York, New Jersey, and  
Connecticut had the advantages of greater 
piling height and hardstand elevation 
in combating storm surge of 10 feet 
or higher with an additional 4 feet of 
waves, the postscript from Sandy might 
have been written differently.

Consider the summary after a field 
review of the U.S. East Coast by a cata-
strophic event assessment team from 
BoatU.S., a national advocacy group and 
insurer: “Every method used for secur-
ing large numbers of boats for Sandy had 
significant risks simply because so much 
of the marina infrastructure wasn’t 
designed for surge of this magnitude,” 
wrote Beth Leonard, BoatU.S. technical 
editor. “This will quite likely change as 
marinas rebuild, and going forward, un-
derstanding the surge risk in your area, 
picking a marina with that in mind, and 
preparing your boat for both surge and 
wind should ensure that fewer boats are 
damaged or destroyed.”

So how well are marinas and moor-
ing fields in the Ocean State prepared 
for surge?

If conversations with stakeholders  
in the three renowned Narragansett Bay 
destinations of Newport, Jamestown, 

and Barrington are any measure, not 
only do Ocean State boaters benefit 
from a high level of awareness, they’re 
ahead of the curve on surge as well as 
many other aspects of storm prep.

Newport Harbormaster Tim Mills, 
Conanicut Marine founder William 
Munger, and Brewer Cove Haven Marina 
general manager J. Michael Keyworth are 
in charge of different types of refuges. 
Newport, a world-renowned open road-
stead of an anchorage, has more than 
900 moorings in addition to traffic from 
cruise ships, ferries, cargo containers, 
and transient boats. Conanicut Marina 
is situated in Jamestown, on Conanicut 
Island, at the mouth of the bay. Brewer 
Cove Haven Marina is tucked in farther 

up the bay in Barrington, off protected 
Bullock Cove. 

Each of these locations experiences 
different risks from storm surge and 
wind and offers different benefits to 
boats that are moored there. Varying 
factors at each harbor site that impact 
the risks to boats include topography, 
prevailing wind direction, water depth, 
the state of mooring tackle and popula-
tion of the mooring field, the ground 
level of hardstand facilities where boats 
are hauled in the offseason, piling height, 
and fixed versus floating docks.

THE WORD IS SURGE
by Elaine Lembo

Aerial Photograph by John Supancic

1.   Expect your marina or municipal anchorage to have a storm emergency plan; 
understand it thoroughly six months ahead of hurricane season. Know the area’s 
vulnerabilities and have an alternative plan. Owners of small boats may consider  
having them hauled; larger sailboats and megasized power yachts may benefit by 
relocating to the protected Kickemuit River, New Bedford, Mass., or to New York’s 
Hudson River, Munger advised.

2.  If you choose to keep your boat on a mooring, ensure that the mooring tackle is 
sound and the pennant—the line connecting the buoy to the boat—has anti-chafe 
gear. Also, realize that “it’s the guy upwind of you that will be the problem,” Mills 
said, particularly if that person’s vessel isn’t properly secured.

3.  If you are tied to a fixed slip, dock, or pier, use long breast lines—the lines con-
necting the side of the boat to the fixed structure—“so the boat can go up and not 
get impaled when it comes back down,” Munger said. Floating docks that move  
with the rise of water are increasingly seen as a desirable alternative.

4.  If a storm’s coming, be a responsible property owner. Take advantage of the many 
reliable sources of information about boat prep.  

5.  Marina owners and managers should constantly upgrade facilities. Keyworth, who 
has drafted plans based on his study of damage done by dozens of hurricanes, has 
spearheaded the upgrade of his yard. “We have to be aware of surge,” he said.  
“I’ve had the good fortune of being able to reconfigure the facility. The docks are 
stronger and the pilings are higher. If you want to stay in business that’s what
you have to do.”

WHAT BOAT OWNERS SHOULD KNOW AND DO  

BEFORE A STORM HITS

Rhode Island marina industry members 
say they are well prepared for storm 
surge, but boat owners should plan ahead 
as well. Melville Boat Basin, Portsmouth 
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the most enduring reminders of superstorm 
Sandy are erosion and, of course, ongoing expenses to 
repair the damages from the storm.

In Rhode Island, the storm’s immediate damage 
tallied $11 million, followed by some $42 million in 
recovery costs. 

Shoreline destruction, Sandy revealed, can be sud-
den and dramatic, even when a storm weakens con-
siderably before it reaches the Ocean State. Beaches 
in South County were hardest hit, retreating dozens 

of yards. Outsized waves and coastal flooding, called 
storm surge, destroyed sand dunes and parking lots, 
and lifted homes and businesses off their foundations.

As plans take shape to slow ongoing erosion  
and protect against future storms, one approach to 
beach repair merits consideration: letting nature  
run its course.

Billions of dollars in federal aid have been made 
available to rebuild and develop projects that protect 
against hurricanes and other perils of rising sea level. 

by Tim Faulkner

Aerial Photograph by John Supancic

Nature or Nurture  
for Sandy-Damaged 
Shorelines
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However, the option of doing nothing has worked, so 
far, for a new channel, or breach, carved by Superstorm 
Sandy into the southern coast of Long Island, New York.

The storm created two breaches along the 31-mile 
stretch of Fire Island and one breach in Westhampton. 
The two smaller breaches were quickly closed by  
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers with sediment taken 
from nearby dredging projects. But the third breach, 
located within the wilderness area of the Fire Island 
National Seashore was allowed to stay open. 

The nearly 250-foot-wide breach, named the  
New Inlet, delivers a direct flow of ocean water into  
a previously static portion of Great South Bay. It  
also raised immediate concern that the influx of water 
threatened to flood an estimated $10 billion in prop-
erty along the South Shore of Long Island.

To monitor for changes, a 35-member breach 
assessment team, made up of coastal experts and 
managers from the National Park Service, was quickly 
assembled—and it didn’t take long to see the environ-
mental benefits of the New Inlet. Water quality 
improved rapidly in the eastern portion of Great South 
Bay as harmful nutrients and brown tide flushed  
out to sea and were replaced with cleaner, clearer ocean 
water. Nature rebounded as striped bass, summer 
flounder, river herring, and even seal populations no- 
ticeably increased.

“The water used to be brown and disgusting and 
now it’s like the Caribbean and beautiful,” said Carl 
LoBue, a marine scientist with The Nature Conser-
vancy’s Long Island office.  

The improved water quality led to a surge in swim-
ming, boating, and fishing in Great South Bay, while 
the breach—New York’s only unstabilized ocean in-
let—drew visitors for surfcasting and recreation along 
the newly formed sand flats.

“It’s an amazing and different experience for a lot 
of New Yorkers,” LoBue said.

The width of the breach more than tripled during 
the first year following its formation, yet the water 
level remains steady in Great South Bay, easing fears of 
coastal flooding. Public forums led by scientists have 
built support among residents to leave the future of 
the breach to nature and not use manmade structures 
to control it. “They see any opportunity to improve the 
health of the bay as helping communities,” LoBue said.

Cost estimates to close the breach have increased 
along with the size of the breach to about $20 million. 
Currently, the National Park Service and the School  
of Marine Studies and Atmospheric Science at Stony 
Brook University monitor the water level and the size 
of the breach. 

Jay Tanski, a senior coastal processes specialist 
with New York Sea Grant, was part of a team that 
looked at the effects of breaches on Long Island’s south 
shore. He has studied Long Island’s coast since 1978. 
Breaches, he said, are dynamic and unpredictable, and 
the New Inlet may fill in naturally or it may get bigger. 
The state can close the breach if water levels climb 
significantly. 

“We are dealing with some uncertainty,” Tanski said. 
Part of the unpredictability includes maintaining 

state and federal funding for monitoring the breach. If 
it’s deemed unstable, delivering equipment quickly  
to the inlet in order to close or shrink the opening is 
also a concern. 

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E

Superstorm Sandy destroyed this home in  
Union Beach, N.J. 

Photo © Ken Cedeno/Corbis 
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Mayor Dina Long of Sea Bright, N.J., 

walks by a shorefront home that  

was pushed off its foundation by  

Superstorm Sandy. The community  

of about 1,400 residents saw over 800 

homes and numerous businesses and 

municipal facilities damaged or  

completely destroyed by Sandy. Sea 

Bright has since developed a revitaliza-

tion plan for infrastructure, facilities, 

and economic improvements. 

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E
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“If you have another storm, that’s where the 
uncertainty comes in,” Tanski said.

A 1997 beach contingency plan written by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers allows for breaches along the 
protected shores of Long Island to remain open, at 
least temporarily. Meanwhile, breaches or erosion 
damages in populated areas are typically filled in with 
sand and hardened structures.  

“If it was not in a wilderness area, the breach would 
have been closed,” Tanski said. 

Each storm-inflicted incident raises the debate over 
natural versus managed recovery. Coastal scientists 
agree that a shoreline is a dynamic system that moves, 
grows, and shrinks on its own. 

A breach at Trustom Pond in South Kingstown 
closed five months after Superstorm Sandy connected 
the ocean with the freshwater pond. The ecosystem at 
the wildlife center shifted dramatically to a saltwater 
tidal pond and back again after the breach closed. 

When a manmade element, such as a seawall, groin, 
or other barrier is introduced, the shoreline ecosystem 
requires regular upkeep. 

“Once you turn something from a natural beach to 
a managed beach, it’s something you can’t go back on,” 
LoBue said. “We’re going to be responsible for footing 
the bill forever.”

Prior to Sandy, beaches with artificial barriers and 
nearby development in New York, as well as Rhode 
Island, had fallen behind on sand nourishment and 
preservation, and subsequently suffered significant 
damage from the storm.

Misquamicut State Beach in Westerly went decades 
without new sand. The shoreline has a significant fixed 
infrastructure with roads and parking lots, as well as 
waterfront homes and hotels. Sandy destroyed dozens 
of these structures and unearthed artificial barriers, 
such as old cars, used to reinforce sand dunes after 
Hurricane Carol in 1954. 

The state spent $3.1 million in federal funds to 
truck in 84,000 cubic yards of new sand from a nearby 
quarry in the spring of 2014. Much like the sediment it 
is replacing, the new beach sand is expected to slowly 
migrate east into nearby ponds through manmade 
inlets. It’s a cyclical process that requires periodic 
dredging as well as funding to keep everything in place.

“Now we need to take the sand back out and put it 
back into the system so it moves along the shore again,” 
said Grover Fugate, executive director of Rhode Island’s 
Coastal Resources Management Council (crmc).

Fugate supported local efforts to replenish the 
beach with sand from Winnapaug Pond, a site decades 
overdue for sand and silt removal. But the prolonged 
permitting process for dredging required by several 
state and federal entities was slow, while the  
availability of federal funds to truck in new sand was 
up for the taking.

“We are a sediment-starved shoreline there, so 
we’ll take sand any way we can get it these days,” 
Fugate said.

Permitting is also underway to dredge other coastal 
ponds behind Rhode Island south shore beaches. The 
sand will renourish the beach. It will also be sprayed in 
a very thin layer onto salt marshes within the ponds to 
raise their elevation and keep up with rising sea levels.  

The projects aim to sustain the ecosystem and 
economic health of the shoreline. 

“If we had another [Superstorm] Sandy on top of 
this we’d be devastated. So we have to maintain it,” 
said Amy Grzybowski, Westerly’s director of emer-
gency management. 

Economic vitality, in particular, is a major issue in 
determining Rhode Island’s response to accelerating 
erosion. A recent controversial decision by crmc
permitted construction of an artificial wall to protect 
businesses and homes along Matunuck Beach Road  
in South Kingstown. When complete, the wall will 
reinforce other artificial armoring and seawalls that 
protect road access to the beach community. Yet the 
artificial barrier is expected to hasten erosion along  
the already withered beachfront. The decision has 
faced legal challenges and illustrates the complicated 
process for addressing the threats of sea level rise  
and stronger hurricanes.

The goal, Fugate said, is to make shorelines, 
buildings and infrastructure more durable, so that the 
next storm is an inconvenience rather than a catastro-
phe for residents. Climate change impacts aren’t going 
away, he said. “We’re going to be stuck with these 
problems for a long time.”

To address future dilemmas, crmc is developing 
policy proposals through the Shoreline Change Special 
Area Management Plan, or Beach samp. This multi-
year project will offer standards and proposals to 
address climate adaptation issues for local and state 
planners. Pilot projects for this planning approach are 
underway in Newport and North Kingstown. 

To find the spots most vulnerable to shoreline 
change, crmc is using a new modeling system that 
combines information on storm surge, waves, sedi-
ments, and currents to predict the impacts of sea-
level rise and other effects of climate change. “As you 
see what the outcomes are, you attach costs to that,” 
Fugate said.

The modeling program, called Storm Tools, reveals 
where it makes sense to protect at-risk areas or “if the 
model shows you that this is a lost cause anyhow, you 
probably walk away from that situation,” Fugate said.

Paying for the adaptation costs is a major uncer-
tainty. Federal funding, so far, supports some storm 
repair and prevention projects, including beach nour-
ishment efforts like those at Misquamicut Beach.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (fema) 
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is urging communities to create disaster response 
plans to ensure they receive relief funds following 
future storms. Funding for local preventive measures, 
however, is scarce. 

One funding model in use on Long Island puts 
beach repair and maintenance costs on property 
owners. An erosion control district assesses fees on 
parcels within a waterfront region. Parts of Southamp-
ton, Long Island, are using the added property tax, 
stretched across 10 years, to fund $26 million in 
projects that deliver offshore sand to eroding beaches.

LoBue said it makes sense to shift the cost of 
long-term upkeep to the people who benefit most from 
the beach. “They tax themselves instead of everyone 
else,” he said.

Erosion control districts are being considered 
through the Beach samp process. But Rhode Island, 
Fugate said, has limitations such as a lack of offshore 
sand to make nourishment projects frequent  
and affordable.

Buyouts of damage-prone waterfront property is 
also a concept being scrutinized. New Jersey intends to 
spend $300 million from fema to fund voluntary 
buyouts of high-risk coastal property.

A state-funded program would be more difficult, 
said Jamia McDonald, former executive director of the 
Rhode Island Emergency Management Agency. “I don’t 

have a suggestion on a funding mechanism but I think 
it’s something we should at least talk about and put 
into the discussion.”

The state’s Executive Climate Change Coordinating 
Council says a response to climate change and coastal 
erosion requires a combination of tools to help state 
and local planners, as well as private property owners, 
make informed decisions. Some of these tools include 
incentives for not rebuilding damage-prone homes and 
businesses, and disincentives for erecting other struc-
tures that contribute to erosion. 

The council has realized, so far, that state planners 
would benefit from learning about successful models 
from other states for building better roads, bridges, 
and wastewater treatment facilities. Most of all, local 
planners need help identifying the people and  
places in their community at greatest risk and how  
to offer assistance before and after their city or town  
is damaged. 

“You don’t want to make your policy decisions at 
the moment of the hurricane,” said Janet Coit, head of 
Rhode Island’s Department of Environmental Manage-
ment and chair of the climate council.

More often than not, the decision remains in the 
hands of hazardous weather.

And, as Fugate said, “These storms are on steroids 
these days.” 

 

Homes along Atlantic Beach Avenue in Westerly are  

vulnerable to storm surges, sea level rise, and erosion. 
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Mapping out
a Future:

North Kingstown and Newport plan
for storms, flooding

in the wake of superstorm sandy, coastal 
communities in Rhode Island are struggling to figure 
out how to protect their residents and businesses from 
future storm damages and losses. 

“Whether it’s a moon tide flooding a municipal 
parking lot several times each year, a nor’easter, or a 
‘Superstorm’ Sandy, coastal flood conditions are at our 
doorstep in Rhode Island,” said Teresa Crean, Rhode 
Island Sea Grant/Coastal Resources Center extension 
specialist.  “The country cannot afford to keep bailing 
out property owners when we know these events can 
happen. Sandy was a wakeup call.”

Rhode Island’s expected 3 to 5 feet of sea level  
rise by the year 2100, according to the R.I. Coastal  
Resources Management Council, is projected to in-
crease flooding, damage property and infrastructure,  
contaminate fresh water, and displace coastal resi-
dents. These changes may affect nearly a million 
residents and thousands of businesses in the state’s 
21 coastal communities. 

New statewide flood maps from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (fema) were recently 
issued, and efforts have been made to make the  
public more aware of their implications. R.I. Statewide 
Planning funded a pilot project in North Kingstown  
to improve upon those maps, adding a greater level of 
detail in order to help towns make planning decisions 
incorporating sea level rise. Maps for North Kingstown 
show how select roads and properties, many of  

which are residential, will be affected by inundation.
“The maps and the project itself have been incred-

ibly useful in assessing the town’s vulnerability to the 
impacts of sea level rise and climate change,” said Jon 
Reiner, former planning director for North Kingstown. 
“The town used this information to draft changes to 
its local comprehensive plan, [which] will lay out our 
development strategies for the next 20 years.”

The Wickford area is of particular interest due to 
its history of flooding. The new mapping of this area 
is helping town decision makers understand what is 
possible in terms of management and repairs for the 
future. For instance, one intersection was flooded by 
storm surge from Sandy. This intersection now needs 
to be repaved; the maps are helping the town deter-
mine whether it should be re-engineered first. 

Another mapping effort, also funded by R.I. State-
wide Planning, is taking a different route in Newport, 
focusing on the business and commercial community 
in the more tourism-based economy of the Newport 
waterfront. One vital sector is recreational boating; 
there are almost 1,000 moorings in Newport Harbor.  
A concern that affects this sector is the long-term 
structural stability of wharves and piers. 

Crean has been asking waterfront business owners 
what their needs and concerns are regarding sea level 
rise, what information they need to make decisions, 
and what experts can be brought in to tailor strategies 
to property owners and businesses. 

by Zoe Gentes

Aerial Photographs by John Supancic

Illustration by Guy Billout
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“Essentially, we want to know how the support 
services for the boating industry could be damaged, 
and what information, tools, and resources business 
owners need to better prepare for future storms and 
higher sea levels,” Crean said. Also important is finding 
out what decisions they have already made to manage 
their sites and prevent damage.  

“We want them to share their ideas. We are looking 
for the heroes who are already adapting to sea level 
rise, and we hope to promote the success stories and 
best practices for the rest of the community,” she said.

Business owners on Bowen’s Wharf, for instance, 
have worked with property managers to replace 
flooring in their buildings with materials designed to 

Newport hosted a community meeting, Engage  
Newport: SEA Aware, to explain the threat of flood-
ing and sea level rise the city is likely to face. Teresa 
Crean, Rhode Island Sea Grant/Coastal Resources  
Center extension specialist, worked with the city to 
bring R.I. Emergency Management Agency, Save The 
Bay, the R.I. Coastal Resources Management Coun-
cil, and representatives from the R.I. Department of 
Environmental Management to share information and 
participate in a public panel discussion. 

Crean presented the detailed maps showing the 
vulnerability to flooding of each parcel in downtown 
Newport, as well as all of the area’s facilities and in-
frastructure—including everything from hospitals and 
RIPTA bus lines to storm drains and manhole covers. 
The maps also showed how far inland waters came 
during the height of the surge of the Hurricane of ’38.

After seeing the maps, one property owner said 
that she was concerned about her residential property 
value, and she would need to rethink her long-term 
plans for living there in the future.

“We don’t have clear solutions yet and we recog-
nize that not every homeowner will have the financial 
resources to simply hire a contractor to elevate their 
entire property, so we need to keep working to bring a 
menu of options that homeowners, businesses and the 
local governments can pursue to improve the resilien-
cy of these exposed areas,” Crean said.

“During these projects, we have enjoyed a strong 
collaboration between municipal government and 
state agencies, and we are providing the best available 
science from our researchers at the Graduate School of 
Oceanography” Crean added. “From these projects, a 
model process is being developed to enable the other 
communities to begin planning for coastal resilience.”

By 2016, it is expected that all 21 coastal munici-
palities will have updated their comprehensive plans 
to address natural hazards, including flooding from 
projected sea level rise and storm surge.

—The North Kingstown and Newport maps are available on 

Rhode Island Sea Grant’s website at seagrant.gso.uri.edu, along 

with similar maps for other towns.
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be flooded and with low potential for damage and 
mold growth. The Newport Armory basement was 
recently redesigned with the outlets and utilities 
relocated to a level above flood stage, and a storm 
door installed to keep floodwater out.

Knowing that hurricanes and nor’easters are inevi-
table, some business owners have taken a different 
tact, rebuilding storm-damaged docks with lower-
quality, less expensive materials.  Their thinking, 
Crean said, is pragmatic: “We’re not going to overin-
vest in materials we know are just going to float away.” 

Crean hopes that this project will help such 
businesses find a method for rebuilding docks in a 
way that will reduce waste and diminish the likeli-

hood that their materials will end up as debris in the 
next storm.

Hopefully, she says, “A little more investment in the 
right solution now may save them money down the 
road in replacements.”

To aid in the effort, Crean said the project is 
bringing in experts from around the country to discuss 
practices that have worked elsewhere. 

Crean said the project is intended to aid business-
es, not to impose added burdens.

“We want the businesses to do well, to hire more 
workers, and to continue to provide a high level of 
service,” she said.

Newport’s crowded Thames Street is vulnerable  
to sea level rise. 
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Sea Level Rise 
and 
Salt Marsh  
Migration

Wenley Ferguson, director of 

habitat restoration for Save 

The Bay, examines marsh grass 

at Round Marsh in Jamestown. 

DIGGING TRENCHES AIDS  
RESTORATION

a dome of blue-gray sky cups the 
open expanse, ensuring the day will be 
a chilly one. Low tide on Round Marsh 
in Jamestown exposes last year’s growth 
of grasses, including the omnipresent 
Phragmites, still only in its dead-beige 
phase. Early April means that green 
growth is still a few weeks of warmth 
away, but the whistling and calling of the 
red winged blackbirds hold the promise 
of spring. 

There’s a farm on the far side of the 
marsh, and cows are grazing in their 
enclosures. It was a similar scene in 
centuries past, though farmers in those 
days were able to graze their cattle 
much farther into the marsh. They dug 
trenches to keep the salt water from 
standing in place on the marsh, and the 
ebb and flow of salt water would allow 
grasses to grow. The trenches provided 
the added benefit of keeping the 
mosquito population down by draining 
off any pools of standing water. It was 

by Hugh Markey

Photographs by Monica Allard Cox
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a simple way to maintain the health of 
the marsh, and it had worked well for 
farmers around Rhode Island for the 
past 200 years. 

By the start of the 20th century, 
though, things had begun to change, as 
much of the land surrounding the marsh 
ceased being farmland. Some of the 
trenches dug years before had begun to 
fill in, leaving portions of the marsh  
to drown under the trapped water left 
behind. The contours and vegetated 
composition of the marsh began to shift. 
Then, in the 1960s, the Newport Bridge 
was built, and some of the detritus 
from the construction was dumped at 
the edge of the marsh. Housing devel-
opments were popping up, altering the 
way the water could rise and recede. 
Measures of carbon emissions and sea 
level rise revealed that changes were 
taking place at a faster, more alarming 
rate than they had in the past. Native 
grasses, less adaptable to changing con-
ditions, gave way to the invasive 
Phragmites. Without intervention, the 
marsh would eventually be lost. But 
what could be done?

A partial answer to that lies with the 
excavator, a large piece of construction 
machinery, now trundling across the 
marsh.

Marshes Lost to Development,  
Rising Seas  
“In the past 200 years, we have lost half 
of our marshes to development,” said 
James Boyd, coastal policy analyst for  
the state Coastal Resources Management 
Council (crmc). “Until the 1900s, salt 
marshes have been able to accrete (gain 
sediment that raises elevation) in order to 
keep up with sea level rise; however, this 
began to change in the 20th century.” 

As the sea level rises, salt marshes 
migrate, moving to higher ground in order 
to survive. With housing developments, 
sea walls, bridges, and other manmade 
structures blocking this natural move-
ment, agencies across the state are 
working to develop strategies that will 
accommodate the migration. In some 
cases, this means taking a very hands-on 
approach, such as the one taking place  
in Round Marsh. 

Maintaining the flow of water at Round 

Marsh means digging narrow trenches to 

augment natural drainage. 

“THE SALT 
MARSH  
SPARROW  
IS THE  
POLAR BEAR 
OF THE  
SALT MARSH”
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Excavators, Runnels, and 
Rejuvenation
Wenley Ferguson, director of habitat 
restoration for Save The Bay, looks 
out from an observation platform 
at Round Marsh. She points out the 
complex web of water, Phragmites, and 
high and low water points. Her maps 
and photographs show evidence of new 
standing water that has materialized 
just since 2007. According to Ferguson, 
where impounded water (water that 
isn’t allowed to drain off with the tidal 
cycle) occurs, vegetation has died off. 
She hypothesizes that this may be a 
result of sea level rise. Part of the work 
from this project includes the digging of 
runnels to drain off the standing water. 

Recently, the Phragmites has been 
cut down to allow for better viewing of 
water flow patterns and to aid in res-
toration work. The eight-foot-tall reed 
is highly invasive, and its spread can 
choke off other vital plants, resulting 
in a reduction in the biodiversity of 
plant life. Phragmites is, in essence, the 
crabgrass of the salt marsh world. 

That is part of the reason there is an 
excavator on the marsh at this moment. 
It is a low-impact machine, designed to 
be lighter and more maneuverable on 
softer ground conditions as it re-digs 
trenches that have long since filled in. 
“In the 1930s, farmers dug trenches to 
drain off the pools of standing water 
in an attempt at mosquito abatement. 
Unfortunately, this also sometimes 
drained the natural pools. What was 
sometimes left was water that was too 
shallow to allow mummichogs [fish] 
(which would feed on mosquito eggs)  
to survive,” Ferguson said.  

The restoration work now underway 
will attempt to address some of the 
water flow issues. It is not an easy task: 
even digging 18 inches or more reveals 
the persistent root system of Phragmites, 
the stubborn plants so adept at taking 
over an area. As the excavator digs, 
there’s a pungent, sickly sweet smell 
that increases as the day rolls on, until 
it seems to stay inside the nostrils for 
hours after leaving the area. Still, there 
is a steady flow of water sliding into 
the new channel, an indicator that the 
project is on the right track. It is just 

one attempt to address sea level rise 
impacts on marshes. 

Mapping the Coast and Predicting  
the Future
In 2010, Rhode Island’s crmc received 
a $30,000 grant to update sea level 
rise information and improve elevation 
maps. The result was a more accurate 
model of the land elevations of coastal 
Rhode Island, particularly salt marshes. 
The first was developed for North 
Kingstown; later, the decision was made 

to do similar studies of all 21 coastal 
communities. The result of the studies 
will enable towns to make better-
informed decisions about their future.

“What are the issues in permitting 
development that will come from this?” 
Pamela Rubinoff, coastal management 
extension specialist with Rhode Island 
Sea Grant and URI’s Coastal Resources 

Invasive Phragmites was mowed down to 

help restore Round Marsh. 

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E
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Center (crc), is discussing a new set 
of maps that forecast impacts of sea 
level rise. “Should we make the buffers 
between the shore and development 
bigger? We might identify an area 
that’s really vital to fisheries or to bird 
watching. How do we address those 
concerns? That’s what this project is 
about. It’s about management, pro-
tection, and restoration of salt marshes  
and the coastal areas.” 

Rubinoff teamed with Boyd to pres-
ent the results of these assessments to 

groups around the state. By early 
February 2014, the two had reviewed 
their findings with all 21 coastal com-
munities. The meetings with town 
councils, planners, and other interested 
parties were productive, according to 
Boyd. “We bolstered our presentations 
with information about what’s being 
seen (trends) and what’s already been 
seen. I can’t think of a single time when 
we were met with skepticism. What 
we’re trying to do is to build a consen-
sus of all the parties in a community 

(about how to address the implications 
of sea level rise).”

Boyd continued: “Coastal marshes 
are some of the most productive 
resources in the world. If the model 
we’ve created is correct and we’ll have 
so much loss to our marshes, what  
does that mean?” 

It’s still an open question. If it 
appears some loss of marshes is inev-
itable, what then? “We may have to 
let some fringe marshes go in favor of 
saving larger marshes,” said Rubinoff. 
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Drowning in Place
Ferguson explained that Save The Bay’s 
role in the marsh assessments began  
in 1996, when over 90 volunteers con-
ducted salt marsh evaluations through-
out the bay. She identified a variety of 
restoration projects that they have been 
working on ever since. 

One of the ways restoration needs 
are assessed is through an examination 
of a surface elevation table, such as the 
one Save The Bay did at Gooseneck 
Beach in Newport. This is accomplished 
by driving steel rods into the marsh 
until they hit bedrock. The elevation 
reading is the distance from the 
bedrock to the surface. “A marsh may 
be accreting (building up) or decaying,” 
Ferguson said. “A combination of those 
readings and our photography shows the 
progress of open water from 2006 to 
2010, when much of the marsh became 
covered with standing water.”  

When water becomes impounded, 
important marsh grass like Spartina 
alterniflora cannot grow. “Spartina is a 
main marsh building material,” Ferguson 
explained. “It causes marshes to accrete 
quite well. But if there’s water on the 
marshes, it can’t grow. It needs that 
rising and falling where the water drops 
periodically. Spartina alterniflora can 
stand being flooded twice a day, but it 
will die if it’s constantly underwater.” 

In Gooseneck Cove, elevation tables 
showed a band of Spartina holding water 
in. The warming and shallowness of the 
water created algal blooms, and studies 
revealed that the source was the decaying 
peat at the base of the Spartina.

 “Because of changes in the salinity 
brought on by constant immersion in 
salt water, the peat began to decay, 
releasing excessive nitrogen, which in 
turn produced the algae,” Ferguson said. 
“(Former coastal ecologist for Save The 
Bay) Marci Cole Ekberg did a study that 
showed a huge algae bloom in the 
middle of an open water section of the 
cove. At first, we thought it could have 
been caused by broken sewer lines or 
other manmade encroachments, but we 
eventually determined that decay of the 
peat was the cause. We’ve estimated 
that Gooseneck has suffered 16 acres of 
loss since the 1930s.” 

The hypothesis from Ferguson is 
that with sea level rise, there is less 
marsh growth and increasing degra-
dation to the existing marshland. 
Scientists are seeing that marshes are 
essentially drowning in place. 

Now What?
The maps that Rubinoff and Boyd 
helped develop and promote have 
been adopted by the state, in order 
to help make better-informed 
decisions regarding development and 
conservation. “The important thing 
is that decisions are made on sound 
science,” says Rubinoff. 

Meanwhile, Ferguson directs the 
excavator operator, selecting where  
to dig the drainage ditch and where the 
excavated material should be placed  
so that it will do the most good. The 
work being done on this day must  
be complete before the songbirds return 
to nest. One species is of a particular 
concern. 

“The salt marsh sparrows need high 
marsh vegetation for their nests. And 
right now the high marsh vegetation has 
standing water on it. These guys  
actually plan their egg laying around the 
moon tide, and they create a kind of 
dome over the eggs so that the eggs can 
float around a bit (at moon high tide), 
and the birds will go right back on the 
nest for incubation. But they cannot 
withstand the constant flooding that 
would occur in an area that lacks  
high marsh vegetation. U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service is very concerned about 
the salt marsh sparrows, and there has 
been a population viability assessment 
done through UConn (the University  
of Connecticut). It does not look good 
for them through sea level rise,” 
Ferguson said. “The salt marsh sparrow 
is the polar bear of the salt marsh.” 

The current project to carve passages 
on either side of the marsh is designed 
to allow passage of fresh water in and 
out of the marsh areas. Once the stand-
ing water is eliminated and the salinity 
levels return to normal, the marsh  
may begin to heal itself. “Getting water 
to drain off is the key,” Ferguson says 
peering out over the acres. “Millimeters 
matter in a marsh.” 

Wenley Ferguson shows how 

standing water on a marsh can 

drown important marsh grass, 

such as Spartina alterniflora. 

FOCUS ON R E S I L I E N C E
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Quintessential
         Quahogs
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by Johnette Rodriguez

photographs by Angel Tucker
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Newcomers and visitors to Rhode Island are often 
struck by the word “quahog” on local menus, stumbling 
on its pronunciation (KO-hog, from the Native 
American “poquauhock”) and not always guessing that 
it’s a clam. In fact, its name encompasses three main 
sizes of hard-shelled clams that show up in local res-
taurants: littlenecks, cherrystones, and chowders (the 
latter are often called just quahogs). The first two show 
up at raw bars; the third is always cooked but can be 
used in many ways other than just chowder.

The quahog has become an iconic symbol of the 
state itself, having been declared the official “state shell” 
in 1987, and making appearances in local-turned-
national comic literature. Where would Narragansett 
cartoonist Don Bousquet be without his thick-armed 
quahoggers and wise-cracking clams? Or Rhody native 
Seth MacFarlane, who set his network TV comedy, 
Family Guy, in fictional Quahog, R.I.? 

A website billing itself “the definitive Rhode Island 
road trip,” with articles on the state’s history, folklore 
and food, is, appropriately, www.quahog.org. Towns 
on both sides of Narragansett Bay used to hold quahog 
“festivals,” serving up quahog-centric vittles. And 
wampum jewelry, made from purple-hued pieces of the 
inside of quahog shells, is popular at craft fairs and  
gift shops.  

But the quahog really shines in Rhode Island 
cuisine—be it littlenecks in sauce, cherrystones on the 
grill, or chopped quahogs in soup and fritters—and  
in the livelihood and lifestyle it has given to the shell-
fishermen and aquaculturists who harvest quahogs. 

“This has been the best job I could ever imagine 
having,” noted Jody King, former vice-president of the 
Rhode Island Shellfishermen’s Association and a qua-
hogger who puts in 250 days a year on Narragansett Bay. 

In contrast to declining supplies of finfish, the 
quahoggers have found increasing access to parts of 
Narragansett Bay that used to be routinely closed  
due to pollution. The tunnel under Providence, from 
the Statehouse to the bay, is the first stage of a broader 
Combined Sewer Overflow (cso) abatement project, 
and it has contributed greatly to less-restricted clam-
ming. In addition, the quahog seeding that’s been  
going on over the past decade has started to produce 
adult quahogs, increasing the overall supply in the  
Bay, in both recreational and commercial areas. 

Because Rhode Island waters are between the very 
cold temperatures of Canadian waters and the very 

warm ones in Florida, the quahogs taken from 
Narragansett Bay last much longer—up to three weeks 
in a refrigerator, according to King—than those 
harvested elsewhere. 

“Clams from Florida’s 70-degree water go into 
shock in a 40-degree refrigerator,” he explained. “Those 
from Canada, at 30 degrees, think they’re on vacation. 
But those from Rhode Island’s 40-degree water think 
they’re going back in the water!”

That means that Rhode Island supplies more than a 
quarter of the country’s commercial quahog catch  
and that the lowly quahog has become the most impor-
tant resource taken from the bay. 

Another real kicker for Rhode Island quahogs has 
been aquaculture. As King quipped, “They’re able  
to produce them a lot quicker than God can—probably 
three-and-a-half years [compared] to seven years in 
the wild.” 

So, as outlanders continue to discover the tasty, 
versatile quahog, Rhody natives and residents continue 
to use clams in the recipes of their ancestors, be they 
Italian, Portuguese, or Old Yankee. And local restau-
rateurs get creative with quahogs, of any size. 

Let’s begin with those Rhode Island dishes, such  
as clear chowder, red chowder, stuffies, clam cakes,  
clams casino, and linguine with clam sauce, several of 
which are still seldom found (or even heard of) outside 
New England. Stuffies have been most succinctly 
described as “clam meatloaf in an ashtray,” by song-
writer Jon Campbell, whose “One Clam Cake” is also  
an ode to that Rhody fritter.  

 As with many such bread-based dishes, stuffies 
came into being to stretch budgets and provide carb-
stoking meals for fishermen, farmers, and other  
long-day laborers. In Rhode Island, stuffies begin with 
quahogs (whose shells have often been used as ash-
trays). The clam juice moistens the bread cubes and/or 
cracker-crumbs, and some stuffie cooks add chopped 
onion, celery, sweet or hot peppers; some spice it  
like Thanksgiving stuffing; others like a Portuguese 
stew, complete with chouriço. 

Once the stuffie mixture is made, it is piled back 
into the quahog shell, often shaped by the size of the 
person’s hand that is making it. 

For a basic stuffie, head to Amaral’s in Warren. 
Amaral’s prides itself on letting the seafood shine 
through: no veggies, just the clams, good crispiness on 
the top from baking in a hot oven. Champlin’s, in 

AN APPRECIATION OF A LOCAL ICON
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Narragansett, also sells primarily “basic” stuffies, 
though they also offer “casino stuffies” with bacon and 
“Portuguese stuffies” with chouriço. Quito’s, in Bristol, 
has an even smokier taste. Anthony’s in Middletown 
and the Common’s Lunch in Little Compton both serve 
heaped-high stuffies, with chouriço in both. 

A brand-new favorite for stuffies are the ones at 
The Sea Goose, in Westerly (see recipe). Owner/chef 
Andrew Nathan admits that, despite his restaurant’s 
emphasis on seafood, he didn’t want to serve a stuffie 
or a clam cake (see recipe) until he could find a recipe 
that grabbed his taste buds (and those of his partner/
co-owner Jennifer Gibson). Both clam dishes incor-
porate ground quahogs, not ocean clams, Nathan em-
phasized, and both have gentle herbs and spices that 
don’t overwhelm the clam flavor. 

An upscale cousin of the stuffie is clams casino, 
though it is made with littlenecks or cherrystones.  
It was originally developed in 1917 for the Little Casino 
in Narragansett, as a specialty for a wealthy patron. 
This particular Rhody invention spread across the 

country, in various incarnations, even using oysters in 
New Orleans. One requisite ingredient is bacon,  
with some versions spicing it up with peppers and 
garlic and others leaving it milder, with white wine  
and lemon juice. A bit of breading is added, the 
mixture is piled back into the shell, and then baked,  
as with a stuffie.

Rhode Island also has two distinctive chowders, a 
clear broth version and a red version, the latter with 
tomatoes but not Manhattan-style. Maria Gonsalves 
Pomoranski came to the U.S. when she was 9, from  
a tiny village in eastern Portugal, and her recipe for red 
chowder (see recipe) begins with meticulous cleaning 
of the clams. She scrubs them under cold running 
water and then puts them in a large bowl, covers them 
with water, and sprinkles in either breadcrumbs or 
cornmeal before sticking them in the refrigerator. 

“The clams take in the breadcrumbs and ‘spit out’ 
sand and dirt,” she explained. “I change the water 
several times and add more breadcrumbs.” 

Pomoranski notes that what gives her recipe its 
Portuguese influence is not only the chouriço or 
linguiça sliced into it but the tiny chopping of the 
vegetables and quahogs. She stresses that the clams 
might take a full day to clean themselves, and then  
she steams them “until they open up on their own—no 
need to shuck.” 

Nathan does the same for the quahogs he uses 
in his quahog Bolognese sauce (see recipe) and the 
littlenecks he pairs with linguine, in traditional Rhode 
Island style. What makes the latter special is the 
generous portion of chopped littlenecks tossed with 
the linguine, in addition to those perched in their 
shells around the edge of the plate. What distinguishes 
the Bolognese (in addition to the quahogs as “the 
meat” in the sauce) is its lightness—the flavor of each 
vegetable is retained.

Ex-pat Rhode Islanders or even those living in 
Providence, who’ve been too long away from the shore, 
get a glazed look in their eyes when speaking about 
linguine with clams. An inexplicable longing for this 
dish sometimes engulfs them, and they either head off 
for a favorite restaurant or, if they’re too far inland, 
they pull out a can of clams and throw in the linguine!  

Zoe Conte, now general manager of Plum Point 
Bistro in Saunderstown, has been in the restaurant 
business with her parents Ralph and Elisa Conte since 
she could barely pronounce spaghetti. The linguine  
and clams at Plum Point are a customer favorite, but 
Conte favors her family’s own made-at-home summer 
recipe, with fresh tomatoes and basil giving extra 
oomph to the clams and garlic (see recipe). 

Coming full circle to the clear-broth chowder that 
native Rhode Islanders prefer and many from outside 
the state had never encountered before they visited, 
it’s a case of people growing up by the water, digging 

Andrew Nathan, chef and owner of The Sea Goose Grill & Raw Bar
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The Sea Goose Grill & Raw Bar

RHODE ISLAND CLAM CAKES

I N G R E D I E N T S

2 cups flour

¼ cup corn meal

½ Tb. baking powder

1 Tb. Old Bay seasoning 

1 Tb. salt

½ teaspoon pepper

2 eggs

1 scallion sliced fine

1 cup clam broth

2 cups chopped steamed quahogs

2 Tb. Crystal hot sauce

P R E PA R AT I O N

1. Sift together the dry ingredients and set aside. 

2. In a medium bowl mix egg, clam broth, and hot sauce. Stir 

in clams. Add dry ingredients, a little at a time, stirring well 

until the mixture forms a sticky ball. 

3. Drop by tablespoonful into hot peanut oil. Test the oil 

(350°) first by dropping a small amount, about the size of a 

dime, in the oil. If it sizzles rapidly, then it’s hot enough to fry 

the clam cakes. Fry until brown. Drain on paper towels. 

Note: Clam cakes fry up well if the wet stuff is chilled until ready 

to use. The more you stir the mixture, the chewier the clam  

cake will be.

FROM T H E  C H E F

clams from an early age, and wanting to taste the 
flavor of the clams in their chowder and not have them 
diluted with milk or cream. It’s no surprise that the 
“New England” version made it big across the country, 
because it’s a milder seafood taste. 

But for family gatherings, for firehouse suppers, for 
shoreline clambakes and for chowder cook-offs, the 
“chowdah” of choice is the clear broth one (see prize-
winning recipe). So there you have it: clams all the way. 

You can dig ‘em, buy the fresh-shucked quahog meat  
at local fish markets or you can even grab a can of them 
(albeit not quahogs but chopped ocean or surf clams). 
And then you can indulge in the definitive tastes  
of the Ocean State, from clam cakes to clams casino, 
from in-shell baked to on-the-half-shell raw, from 
soups to zuppas (pasta dishes). Happy slurping, sipping 
or supping! 

The Sea Goose Grill & Raw Bar

STUFFIES

I N G R E D I E N T S

1 onion small dice

2 piece celery small dice

1 green bell pepper small dice

1 red bell pepper small dice

3 cloves chopped garlic

¼ lb. butter

1 lb Portuguese chouriço crumbled

1 Tb. Old Bay seasoning 

¼ cup lemon juice

1 Tb. salt

½ Tb. pepper

¼  cup Crystal hot sauce

1 cup clam broth

2 cups Ritz cracker crumbs

2 cups chopped steamed quahogs

Shells from 20 quahogs

P R E PA R AT I O N

1. Cook the sausage in the butter with the peppers, onions, 

garlic & celery till soft.

2. Take off the fire and add everything else except the Ritz 

cracker crumbs.

3. Let cool, add cracker crumbs, taste-adjust seasoning, and 

stuff into shells.

4. Bake at 350° for 10 to 15 minutes. Broil to get a good crust 

and serve with lemon.

Recipes
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The Sea Goose Grill & Raw Bar

QUAHOG BOLOGNESE

I N G R E D I E N T S

1 onion finely diced

½ cup carrots finely diced

1 rib celery finely diced

¼ cup olive oil

¼ lb. butter

1 Tb. chopped garlic

1 bay leaf

1 cup red wine

¼ cup milk

One 14-ounce can crushed plum tomatoes

2 cups chopped steamed quahogs with broth reserved

Chopped parsley

Pecorino Romano for grating 

1 lb. linguine or bucatini

1 Tb. butter

P R E PA R AT I O N

This is based upon a classic meat Bolognese sauce. 

1. First steam the quahogs, then let them cool. 2. Shell and 

chop them by hand. 3. Reserve the broth to use when prepar-

ing the final dish and freeze the leftover for chowder.

4. In a heavy-bottomed pot or Dutch oven, melt the butter in 

the olive oil. Sweat the vegetables (not the garlic) till almost 

browned—but don’t brown them—add bay leaf and red wine, 

cook out red wine, and add milk. 5. Bring to a boil and add  

garlic and tomato. Cook gently for 20 to 30 minutes.  

6. Remove from heat, and add salt, pepper, and crushed red 

pepper (if desired).

7. Cook pasta.

WHAT DISTINGUISHES  
THE BOLOGNESE IS ITS LIGHTNESS–
THE FLAVOR OF EACH VEGETABLE
IS RETAINED

8. In a sauté or other pan melt butter and add quahogs, sauté  

till warm, add ¼ cup reserved clam broth. Add sauce and 

taste to adjust seasoning. Add pasta, toss well.

9. Place into four bowls, and top with parsley and grated  

Romano cheese.
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MARIA’S PORTUGUESE CLAM

CHOWDER

I N G R E D I E N T S

18 medium clams (cherrystones) or two dozen littlenecks 

1 linguiça or chouriço sliced ½ inch thick

6–8 medium potatoes peeled and quartered

2 onions sliced in quarters

One 14-ounce can petite cut tomatoes

P R E PA R AT I O N

1. Place the potatoes, onions, and chouriço in a medium pot; 

add enough water to cover these (you will add more water  

or clam juice later). 2. Place the clams over the ingredients. 

Bring to a boil and steam the clams while the other ingredi-

ents are cooking. 3. When all the clams are open, turn off the 

heat even if the other ingredients are not fully cooked.  Let 

the ingredients cool enough to handle. 4. Remove the clams 

from the shell and coarsely chop them. 5. Dice the potatoes 

and onions into smaller pieces (soup-sized). I also cut the 

chouriço into smaller pieces. (In my part of Portugal it is con-

sidered an art to chop things into small pieces instead of large 

chunks.) 5. Return all of the chopped ingredients to the pot. 

6. Add the can of petite cut tomatoes and either more water 

or clam juice. The amount of added fluid depends on how 

thick you prefer the chowder. 7 Let the chowder gently boil 

until all is well cooked. I may add more salt and some pepper 

depending on how the broth tastes. 

Note: Don’t add any other spices as the chouriço in combina-

tion with the clams adds a nice simple flavor.

ZOE’S SPAGHETTI AND  

CLAM SAUCE  (serves two)

I N G R E D I E N T S

1 dozen littleneck clams

2 medium-sized ripe tomatoes, chopped ¼ inch

½ lb. dried spaghetti

¼ cup extra virgin olive oil

½ cup fresh basil, julienne cut

¼ cup sliced garlic

¼ cup fresh oregano, chopped

½ cup white wine

Salt and pepper

Extra virgin olive oil (drizzle at end)

P R E PA R AT I O N

1. In sauté pan, with high heat, add oil, garlic, and clams 

until garlic browns; 2. add tomatoes, wine, salt, pepper, and 

oregano, cover and cook 10 minutes or until clams open. 3. 

In separate pot, boil water; cook spaghetti al dente; 4. strain; 

pour clam sauce over pasta; 5. sprinkle with basil and extra 

virgin olive oil.

RHODE ISLAND-STYLE CLAM
CHOWDER

I N G R E D I E N T S

2.5 quarts (10 cups) fish stock

2.5 pints (5 cups) clam juice

½ cup onion, roughly chopped

½ cup celery, roughly chopped

¼ cup fennel, roughly chopped

2 cups quahogs

Salt and pepper to taste

P R E PA R AT I O N

1.   Lightly sauté vegetables until translucent, add in the fish 

stock.

2.   Bring to a boil, add clams and boil for 1 hour.

3.   After an hour, remove the clams from the liquid and set 

them aside for later use. Reduce the fish stock by half.

4.   Once the stock has reduced, strain out the vegetables. 

Add in the clam juice and bring it back up to a boil;  

season to taste with salt and pepper.

Rhode Island-style clam chowder

This recipe, from Johnson & Wales University students  

Alex Caccese and Michael Kuperman, won the 2014 Rhode Island 

Seafood Challenge, sponsored by Johnson & Wales University, 

Rhode Island Sea Grant, and the University of Rhode Island. 
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allen hazard, a wampum maker and member of the narragansett 
Tribe, carries on an age-old tradition of creating objects of beauty and symbolism 
with quahog shells. Hazard is one of only three artisans in the world who make 
wampum in the traditional Eastern Native way. Contrary to popular belief, wam-
pum did not attain the status of currency until after the arrival of Europeans on 
American shores. Here, Hazard talks about what the quahog shell represented, and 
continues to represent, to the Narragansett Tribe:

Wampum is sacred. That’s the word to use when you’re speaking about wam-
pum with a traditional Eastern Native. Why? Because anything that gave its life so 
that we could continue ours was deemed special. There’s no other way to put it. 
Money doesn’t do that. 

That’s why we give it respect, and the ultimate respect is that once we get the 
meat out, and see that beauty, there’s no way in the world we’re going to throw that 

SACRED 
SYMBOL

photographs by Acacia Johnson

by Sarah Schumann
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“IT WAS PROBABLY 
 THE MOST PRECIOUS THING 
YOU COULD GIVE”

FOCUS ON A R T

and we were friendly, I could count 
on you to give me a place to stay. You 
would feed me and take care of me for 
the night. Before I left, I’d offer you a 
strand of wampum. And you and I both 
understood that it was probably the 
most precious thing that you could give 
or receive. And that the time put into 
making them was quite extensive. We 
all understood that, whether it was Pe-
quot, Mohican, Narragansett. We all did 
the same thing.  And we had the same 
respect. The Europeans saw me give 
that to you and say, ‘Thank you for the 
night’s stay,’ and they said, ‘Oh, he just 

away. I don’t care what your national-
ity is, when you see that, you’re going 
to keep it. You’re going to put it on 
you table or your countertop. Because 
it’s beautiful. And we thought we were 
beautiful by wearing it, and making sure 
that our sachem had a lot of it. And that 
was probably the most real aspect of 
the quahog. We just couldn’t throw it 
away. It was just too beautiful. We could 
throw away a scallop, we could throw 
away a clam or a razor clam, or a mussel, 
easy … This isn’t the only beautiful shell 
in the world, obviously. But it’s the one 
that has made history.

To all the elders, if someone used 
the term ‘Indian money,’ it was highly 
offensive. Pre-European, we really didn’t 
know what money was. They came over 
and landed on our shores and tried to 
bring that reality with them. When they 
saw us give wampum to each other, it 
was usually in the respect of ‘Thank you.’ 

For example, if I was closer to your 
camp than mine at the end of a hunt, 

paid him for a night’s stay. That must be 
Indian money.’ 

As the years went on, wampum was 
used as a replacement for coins and 
such, because of the decrease of pre-
cious metals. It got to where you could 
actually pay for a ride across the river  
on a ferry with a few chips of wampum. 
But it was not what Indians used as 
money. It was what the Indians used 
—and [then] the Europeans used it as 
money. A traditional Native would  
feel disrespected if you used the term 
‘Indian money,’ because it was sacred.  
And money’s not sacred.
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FOCUS ON A R T

Handmade wampum jewelry on display  

at Allen Hazard’s store, The Purple Shell, 

in Charlestown, R.I. 

Hazard’s story is one of many in the 

forthcoming book Rhode Island’s Shellfish 
Heritage: An Ecological History, written by 

Sarah Schumann. Contact 41N@gso.uri.edu 

to be alerted when it is available. 
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B O O K  REVIEW

Reviewed by Hugh Markey

THE BLOB REDUXStung!

In 1958, moviegoers watched the trailer for a new film 
about a terrifying, unstoppable ooze that threatened to 
consume everything in its path. Watching the trailer 
for The Blob today, it’s easy to laugh at the thought of 
an oozing life force threatening the planet. But should 
it be? 

In Stung: On Jellyfish Blooms and the Future of the 
Ocean, Lisa-ann Gershwin describes one particularly 
disturbing threat: jellyfish. Roughly 1,500 species of 
jellyfish exist, ranging in size from less than a milli-
meter at maturity (thinner than a dime) to at least two 
meters and 450 pounds. According to Gershwin, the 
jellyfish population is increasing at an alarming rate, 
causing massive damage to the environment in general 
and fisheries in particular, because of its ability to pre-
vent depleted fish stocks from restoring themselves. 
Stung is a close look at jellyfish, their lifecycles, and 
the reasons why they may pose a threat that makes the 
one created in The Blob pale by comparison. 

Early on, Gershwin examines jellyfish blooms 
around the world: in the fjords of Norway, the ocean 
region off Namibia, the Indian Ocean coastline off 
Western Australia. Again and again, she paints a por-
trait of ecosystems endangered by overfishing and pol-
lutants, leaving an environment where jellyfish thrive. 
One of the worst cases she describes takes place in 
the Black Sea. As Gershwin describes it, “both geology 
and water chemistry have created a situation whereby 
about 87 percent of the volume of the Black Sea is 
anoxic (i.e., without oxygen) and contains high levels 
of hydrogen sulfide. Only the shallow surface and shelf 
waters—the upper 13 percent—can support life.” 

Here, a combination of geography, pollution, and 
overfishing created a deadly recipe for jellyfish blooms, 
which in turn may devastate ecosystems. Gershwin 
describes one such invasion this way: 

“The Black Sea was already in ecological freefall 
when (the jellyfish) Mnemiopsis arrived … Sum-
mertime blooms contained 300-500 specimens 
per cubic meter … to put this into perspective, that 
would be about 300 clenched fists in an area no 
larger than the leg room under a small breakfast 
table. Its population was estimated at over 1 bil-
lion tons, more than the world’s total annual fish 
landings. Then the zooplankton crashed. Then the 
anchovy fishery crashed.”
  

Climate change, too, plays a role in the increase of 
jellyfish in locations around the world: “Warmer waters 
mean faster metabolism but less oxygen. Jellyfish grow 
faster. Other species struggle, so niches open up. More 
phytoplankton bloom, so more zooplankton bloom, 
which means there is more food available, but the 
biomass of other species as competitors is reduced. It’s 
a perfect world.”

Gershwin writes of the increasing jellyfish popula-
tion with an abundance of scientific documentation 
mixed with a use of language that is vivid and lively, 
such as when she draws a comparison between jellyfish 
and lawn weeds:

“Certain lifestyle characteristics are shared among 
weedy species. Generalists. Opportunistic. Versatile. 
Hardy. Tolerant of a broad range of ecological condi-
tions. Will eat just about anything … Resist eradica-
tion. It’s these features that give weeds their edge … 
One of the most important features of weeds is that 
they thrive in disturbed habitats. When ecosystems 
wobble, weeds flourish.”

Gershwin’s point is that through humanity’s de-
structive tendencies, the proliferation of these un-
welcome organisms is already well underway. The Blob 
trailer in that 1958 theater may have been hyperbolic, 
but it may also ring true for today’s jellyfish popula-
tion: “It’s indestructible! Nothing can stop it!”
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IN Q U OT E S

“You don’t want to make  
your policy decisions at the 
moment of the hurricane”

 

“THE COUNTRY CANNOT  

AFFORD TO KEEP  

BAILING OUT  

PROPERTY OWNERS  

WHEN WE KNOW THESE 

EVENTS CAN HAPPEN” 

“Storms are on  
steroids these days” 

“
“

“SANDY WAS  
A WAKEUP CALL”

“We will need 
national  
strategies  
that consider 
coastal  
infrastructure 
and we will have 
to make  
some  
tough decisions 
about how the 
federal  
government 
invests to  
protect  
or not protect 
certain areas”
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This photo, taken by John Supancic, 

shows the same home, severely  

damaged by Superstorm Sandy, that 

appeared on the cover of our  

previous issue. Here you can see the 

work that has taken place  

to restore the home and to try to  

protect it from future storms. 


